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•

•

•

Tohin Vietnam Industry (TVI) is the subsidiary of Tohin Group - The leading Japanese company who has 
more than 68 years experience in design, manufacture all kind of air blower, power cleaner, air jet cooler, 
and air amplifier. 

Located in the SHTP, Thu Duc city, Vietnam, since established 2015, TVI has been being a well-known 
company in manufacturing, trading, supplying aftersales service for all kind of Tohin’s products in Vietnam 
market as well as Southeast Asia .

By inheriting and further promoting the tradition and experience accumulated over 68 years of the Tohin 
Group, TVI commits to provide a wide range of quality products in accordance with Japanese standards, 
applied the most advanced technology in the world for energy saving, environment friendly.
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BK Type Three Lobes Roots Blower

Three-lobe rotor for smooth operation. High performance. Compact, 

flexibility in installation. Small vibration and economical energy 

consumption. Used for pressure from 0.01 to 0.06 Mpa.

Product Overview

BKW Type Three Lobes Roots blower

BKW series is special designed for requirements of large air volume and 

high pressure (over 0.06 Mpa).

BKD Type Roots blower

BKD series is extremely high performance model, which is special 

designed for required pressure over 0.1 Mpa.

M
ain characteristics
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Blower working principle

 Roots Blower is a cubage blower, and it discharges a fixed amount of air in proportion to its rotation speed. 

Every rotation, there is two lobes to finish three times absorbing and discharging air. Compared with two lobes blower, 

it is of less air pulses, smaller load change, higher strength, lower noise and vibration.

 Two parallel shafts have three lobes each, all the lobes keep small clearance with each other and housing 

inside. Every lobes rotation, a certain air will be absorbed at inlet and transferred from the housing inside surface to 

blower’s discharge port.

 Two shafts will be turned by the timing gears, no any touching between lobes, so it can be turned at high speed 

without any lubrication inside. It has the following characteristics: simply configuration; running smoothly, good perfor-

mance stabilization. It has been widely applied in various industries.
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Name

Mounting Feet

Hex Bolts

Dust Proof Seal

Drive Impeller

Bearing

Driven Impeller

Dust Cover

Bearing

Drive Endplate

Dowel with Screw Inside

Name

Housing

Oil Seal

Oil Seal

Gear Endplate

Hex Bolts

Breather

Hex Bolts

Gear Cover

Timing Gear

Key

Name

Gear Spacer

Bearing

Bearing Container

Shin

Plug (with magnetism)

Relief Valve

Grease Nipple

Plug
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M
ethod of reading perform

ance sheet

Method of reading performance sheet

1. The inlet airflow in the sheet is based on standard condition.

2. In general, airflow value shows as: 

   2.1 Standard condition airflow: Airflow at 20 Celsius degree; absolute pressure is  

   760mmHg (101,3 KPa); comparative humidity is 65%

   2.2 Inlet airflow: Airflow upon to the temperature and humidity at inlet

   2.3 Based standard condition airflow: Airflow of dry gas at 0 Celsius degree, abso

   lute pressure is 760mmHg (101.3KPa).

We can convert each other as follows:

If we want convert Q1 to Q2, Q2=Q1x P1/P2 x T2/T1

Q1: Airflow(m3/min) based on absolute pressure P1 (mmH20), absolute temperature T1 (k)

Q2: Airflow(m3/min) based on absolute pressure P2 (mmH20), absolute temperature T2 (k)

3. There can be some duplications when you choose the model, if being for the economic points, you can choose the 

small model with the same parameter, or you can choose the gig one according to the noise and longevity points

The airflow based on the certain pressure can be changed within 5%

The conversion of standard pressure unit to other pressure units

Pr
es

su
re

Pa

1

1x105

9.80665x104

1.01325x105

9.80665

1.35951x102

Kgf/cm2

1.01972x10-5

1.01972

1

1.03323

1x10-4

1.35951x10-3

mmHg

7.50062x10-3

7.50062x102

7.35559x102

7.6x102

7.3559x10-2

1

mmH2O (mmAq)

1.01972x10-1

1.01972x104

1x104

1.03323x104

1

1.35951x10
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B
K

 Type Perform
ance Param
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(mm)

Inlet airflow(m3/min) and shaft power(KW) at different conditions
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Inlet airflow(m3/min) and shaft power(KW) at different conditions
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Inlet airflow(m3/min) and shaft power(KW) at different conditions
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Special A
ccessory

Discharge Silencer (vertical airflow)

Flexible Joint

Multi-function BDFZ-L Type Enclosure

Main Characteristics
Using steel and sponge for sound insulation, and with sound 
absorbing material embedded in it, and can reduce noise 
effectively. There are four doors, and each side can open 
thoroughly, which is convenient for daily maintenance.
Adopting detachable structure, which is easy for transport.
Conpact structure for less floor space.

Unit: mm

Unit: mm

N
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 A
pplications



TOHIN VIETNAM INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

Vietnam Office / Factory: Tohin Vietnam Industry Co., Ltd.
Lot I-10-3, I-10-4, I-10-5, D6 Road, Hi-tech Park,
Long Thanh My ward, Thu Duc city, HCMC, VIETNAM.
Hotline: (+84) 901466586 (Sales) / (+84) 902926586 (Service)
             (+84) 28 7106 8866
Email: contact@tohin.vn
Web: www.tohin.vn

Japan Factory: Tohin Industry Co., Ltd.
13, Kawaraicho, Kuki-shi, Saitama, JAPAN.
Web: www.tohin.co.jp


